1947 jeep parts

Would you like to sell products for this vehicle on Amazon. Learn how. There's a problem
loading this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon
Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for
shopping. Skip to main content. Exterior Accessories. Mirrors Exterior Mirrors Towing Mirrors.
Interior Accessories. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find,
attract, and engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable
Analytics for the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders
Internationally. Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital
Comics. DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer
Fashion Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. Amazon
Subscription Boxes Top subscription boxes â€” right to your door. PillPack Pharmacy
Simplified. Amazon Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it
on, trade it in, give it a second life. It was introduced in , with model designations of 2T and 4T.
The truck received a facelift in and became the , with the new "Hurricane" four-cylinder engine
as an option. This model introduced the v-shaped front end with five horizontal bars, as well as
an updated gauge cluster. The steps on the side of the pickup box were deleted. After , the
two-wheel drive model was discontinued. In , the model designation became and the grille bars
were reduced to three. A six-cylinder model was introduced in , and sales of models dropped
considerably. The was dropped in in favor of the new Tornado OHC engine. The model, powered
by the L Lightning straight six, was brought in for Four-wheel drive became an option in The flat
grille was replaced by a pointed v-shape design with five horizontal bars across the vertical
ones. New engines were available, too. The model got the new F Hurricane, and the model got a
new in3 2. Another big change this year was the addition of a sedan delivery model to the
lineup. A number of new models were added in In a new Maverick model was introduced, a
comparatively more luxurious version of the two-wheel drive wagon. It could be had with either
the four or the six-cylinder engine. The Tornado OHC engine was introduced in midyear ,
replacing the flathead. Engines: - , - CID 2. A Spicer 18 transfer case was used on 4WD models.
The Timken was an early rear axle option, otherwise the Dana 53 was standard. The front axle
was a Dana Willys Truck and Wagon Steering Parts. This manual is 20 pages, 5. The following
pages contain information you should have about your Jeep. The first section will acquaint you
with its specifications, instruments and controls. The next section will describe proper
operation to give you maximum service. The third section covers the maintenance of your Jeep,
external adjustments and minor emergency repairs. This is a reprint of the original Owner's
Manual for the CJ The following pages contain the information you should have about your
Jeep. USA Toll Free Product Search. In the following pages we have set forth the knowledge
every owner should have of his vehicle, that he may know how to take best care of it and handle
it in such a way that he will get maximum service. Information is also made available covering
external adjustments and minor emergency repairs. This Operation and Care Manual is 68
pages, 5. In the following pages we have set forth the knowledge every owner should have of
his vehicle, that he may know how to take the best care of it and handle it in such a way that he
will get maximum service. The first section will acquaint you with specifications, model
designations and serial numbers, instruments, and controls. The second section describes
proper operation including the all-important break-in period. The third section covers
lubricating procedures and recommendations as well as periodic servicing requirements. Las
paginas que siguen, contienen toda la informacion que debe usted poseer sobre su Jeep. La
primera seccion le ofrecera los datos generals del mismo, su instruments y sus controles. En la
siguiente se describe la operacion correcta del vehiculo para obtener de el un servicio maximo.
La tercera seccion abarca la conservacion del Jeep, ajustes externos y reparaciones menores
de emergencia. No one section is more important than another, so be sure to read the entire
manual. The back of this manual contains Emergency information. We hope you will never need
to use it. All rights reserved. OM-CJ-2A OM-CJ-3A OM-CJ-5 This is a Jeep Corporation
Publication. Founded in , AJP offers a full-service shop and carries all necessary parts for
maintaining vintage CJ2A vehicles and engines. We are the premier resource for military Jeep
enthusiasts across the country. We welcome you to come to us for assistance restoring your
vintage vehicle, as well as locating those crucial CJ2A Jeep accessories. Towards the end of
the war, Willys-Overland developed the idea of going beyond military grade vehicles by
producing Jeeps for civilian use, starting a revolution that launched the CJ series. When
Willys-Overland Motors began manufacturing their civilian Jeep model, they started by
marketing it for industrial and agricultural uses like ranching and farming. However, CJ2A
models ended up becoming popular with the public for everyday driving beyond labor. Primary
changes come from the completely new grille, the addition of a tailgate and mounted spare tire
on its side. On the other hand, many features still separate the models. Differences include:.

One of the differences that stands out the most is the headlights on the civilian Jeep. The
robust engine stayed essentially the same. Headquartered in Levittown, Pennsylvania, we have
a 17, sq. We are honored to be among the few dealers in the US that provides a full-service
shop. We rebuild and restore all major components in-house, except engines which we send out
for rebuilding by a highly-skilled local shop. Army Jeep Parts is passionate about bringing your
Jeep back to life and having it run without any problems. It is our genuine pleasure to help you
take on your next restoration challenge. Contact us at Army Jeep Parts today to place your
order, or call or email us with any questions you may have about your current restoration
project. Tel : Toggle navigation Menu. Uses When Willys-Overland Motors began manufacturing
their civilian Jeep model, they started by marketing it for industrial and agricultural uses like
ranching and farming. Differences include: Headlights One of the differences that stands out the
most is the headlights on the civilian Jeep. Order Today Army Jeep Parts is passionate about
bringing your Jeep back to life and having it run without any problems. Browse Category. We
offer many more parts than what is pictured here. These tanks are stamped Olaco. On the Early
CJ2A these were set behind the grill. Includes Flexible Line. These kits are Made in the USA.
These are the best gaskets available today. Do to frustration with garbage gaskets we now have
a source for very high quality gaskets. Every gasket and seal in this kit is Made in the USA.
These are the new Rear Main Seals. Both the Rope type and the Rubber type rear main seal are
available. Available Options. These are NOS Camshafts. They come in original packaging dated
from the 50's. Buy one of these now while they still exist. Please scroll down to view more
items. This is a brand new product. These are not the same manifolds that other Jeep suppliers
are selling. We have tried those manifolds and they are problematic so we are no longer
carrying them. If you are looking for a better quality manifold these are the ones to buy. These
manifolds also have the part number cast into them like the originals. Includes studs, nuts, lock
washers and the special washers used only on the manifold. This kit contains all of the parts
necessary to connect the Valve Cover Ventilator to the Intake Manifold. Please see our catalog
for more information. PCV Valve This valve is always clogged or missing. Includes gasket as
pictured. Dash Data Plate CJ. Left and Right side available. These are the Captive and Caged
Nuts used on all body parts such as the floor, the firewall, fenders etc. These are not rebuilt
starters. They are actually a reproduction of the Autolite MZ Starter. Are you experiencing slow
cranking from your so-called rebuilt starter? Most rebuilding shops today do not have the parts
to correctly rebuild a starter so rebuilding is not a good option. There is nothing like New. These
are available in 6 and 12 volt. We have finally now been able to source a new higher quality
Starter Switch than what has previously been available. This is a set of four U. Cut and crafted
right here in the USA. These make great gifts for the holidays. Light Switch. This is an older
reproduction light switch that we have in our inventory. Comes with circuit breaker and is U.
Available with or without knob. These are U. These are available for the Driver Side and the
Passenger Side. These Tail Lights do not include the bulb. High Quality Amp Gauge. This is the
best reproduction Amp Gauge on the market today not the junk chrome gauges that others sell.
This is the best reproduction Fuel Gauge on the market today not the junk chrome gauges that
others sell. This is the best reproduction Oil Pressure Gauge on the market today not the junk
chrome gauges that others sell. This is the best reproduction Temperature Gauge on the market
today not the junk chrome gauges that others sell. Please see our catalog for more informartion.
We have been organizing our warehouse and have found that we have a larger quantity of these
filters than we previously thought. For that we are offering them at a special price. Oil Filter
Canister Assembly with Filter. Complete with bands and element. These steel brake line kits are
our own product that we have made locally. These lines are exact reproductions -copied from
original samples. It is the cheapest in price steel brake line kit available today. Our kits even
includes the correct bent S lines see picture below. Many of these kits sold by other dealers
have an incorrect flat S line. Make sure that your wiring harness has male pins before ordering
this Stop Light Switch.. Opposite style with male pins on the switch available - please call to
order. Draft Pad Set. Sold as a set as pictured. Well I have the fix for this problem a new
mounting bracket with a brass bushing, ah yes how sweet it is! Sold separately. Kit contains
clutch control tube, tube kit, clutch cable, clutch rod and two clutch ball studs. This kit contains
a new mixture screw and many other small pieces that are missing from other so called
"master" kits. This is a true master rebuild kit. It amazes me how other dealers use the word
master to describe their carburetor kits when the kits that they do offer are far from it. If theirs
are master kits than ours would be a godzilla kit. You can see what is included in our kit in the
picture above and I know that the kits that others are offering are missing many of those pieces.
This kit contains all of the Accelerator Linkage from behind the Engine to the Carburetor. All of
the pieces in this kit are available individually. If you are restoring your carburetor this part is
often worn out and rusty. This is a great piece to make your carburetor look new. These are the

new U. Made Throttle Cable Stops. These were copied from an original sample. The stop itself is
made of brass like an original and each stop comes with the proper slotted screw as pictured.
This is the boot on the floorboard. These are an excellent U. Made reproduction. This is the
hose that connects the Air Cleaner to the Air Tube. This is perfect in looks and fit. This is a
complete crossover tube for the air cleaner system that mounts on the cylinder head. This is
one of those parts that are always missing. It is mounted on the floorboard next to the
accelerator pedal. This is an exact reproduction. It is a new softer material and is the best that I
have ever sold. We are pretty excited about this new product. This is an exact reproduction of
the CJ3A and CJ3B cowl rubber which has been in production for over a year and copied from
an original sample. If you are looking for that perfect fit, this is the one to buy. Also fits the M
This is our new high quality plain bumper with the correct angled ends for the early model
CJ2A. Unlike some of the other junk bumpers that are available this is a beautiful reproduction.
This bumper is only used on Jeeps that use Bumper Gussets like those pictured to the right.
Each Set is enough for one side of the Jeep. You will need 2 Sets for one vehicle. When
threaded together to a certain torque the piece that the ratchet inserts into will snap off leaving
a nice and secure rivet which is actually a bolt. No heating or hammering necessary. These
Rivets are all Parkerized. Corrosion resistance at it's finest. This part mounts on the existing
hood hinge and diverts water away from the engine along the cowl. This will prevent water from
contacting the spark plugs. We just came across these great flashlights. Being a Jeep collector
myself I feel this is a very handy flashlight for all Jeep owners. This is an LED flashlight that is a
flashlight and can turn into a spot light by pulling it apart. It slides open. It also has a magnet to
hold it in place. This would be great to keep in the Glove Box and a great way to get some
lighting under the hood. Batteries included. I ran across these fantastic flashlights at an
automotive industry show. If you work on your own vehicles these are a great flashlight to have.
They are LED lit and very bright. The design is small and light, almost like a pen light. These
flashlights are also equipped with a pocket clip and magnet for attaching it to a metal surface.
The flashlight shown is black in color, but other colors are available. These are Surplus Military
Production Fenders. These came available in the surplus markets. This Transfer Boot is new
and improved with a high quality material that will resist sun damage. This is a high quality U.
Made product. We can now rebuild your transmissions to new condition using our U. Made
Transmission parts. These transmissions are assembled by our trained technician. Hub Cap CJ.
For years black steering wheels have been made by many different companies and they vary in
quality. Some are very poor and some are okay. This steering wheel is in a class all by itself.
This wheel is truly an exact reproduction of the Sheller steering wheel. It has the grooves
embossed in it like the original and the Sheller name stamp. These are exact reproduction U.
These bumpers bolt onto the hood and provide support to the windshield when it is in the
folded down position, preventing the windshield from resting directly on the hood. These
Bumpers come with mounting hardware and are ready to install unlike the unassembled
bumpers that others sell. Our bumpers were copied from original samples and are
dimensionally correct unlike the bumpers that others sell. Spare Tire Carrier. This is a good
reproduction of the CJ Tire Carrier. This is the side mounted tire carrier. This is the steering
column floor seal and plate for the M38 and M38A1. Tool Box Seal This is the seal that fits
around the tool box door. This is a high quality double jointed mirror arm made in USA. Tinted
Mirror Head CJ. These are high quality reproduction mirror heads. These are great mirrors,
better than those that other dealers sell. These mirrors have the same tinted glass as our high
quality side mirrors. These mirrors have the same tinted glass as our high quality side mirrors
in the military style. Also fits M38 and M38A1. Steering Stabilizer Kit This kit is an quick fix for
the front end shimmy many of our Jeeps seem to have. Hub Puller. This is a handy tool to have.
Orders are being taken and shipped. Please call to order. Don't see what you are looking for?
Please call. Made These are the new U. Accelerator Foot Rest This is one of those parts that are
always missing. Exhaust Manifold Repair Kit This is the most complete exhaust manifold repair
kit available today. High Quality Amp Gauge This is the best reproduction Amp Gauge on the
market today not the junk chrome gauges that others sell. High Quality Fuel Gauge This is the
best reproduction Fuel Gauge on the market today not the junk chrome gauges that others sell.
High Quality Temperature Gauge This is the best reproduction Temperature Gauge on the
market today not the junk chrome gauges that others sell. Master Clutch Control Tube Kit Kit
contains clutch control tube, tube kit, clutch cable, clutch rod and two clutch ball studs. Air
Cleaner Crossover Tube Complete This is a complete crossover tube for the air cleaner system
that mounts on the cylinder head. LED Flashlight We just came across these great flashlights.
Please call for more information. Welcome, visitor! CJ-2A Dave H. February 16, CJ-2A Pat W.
February 11, Has been parked a long time, not running but it may have the parts you need. Front
grill and passenger seat [â€¦]. CJ-2A ra5gto February 8, Owned this Jeep for 27 years. After I

purchased the Jeep. I made several cosmetic and mechanical improvements. Rode in a few
parades. Then brought [â€¦]. Body in excellent shape. Original motor, power steering, manual
brakes. Been in parades great little jeep. CJ-2A montanahvacdr January 28, CJ-2A has been
stored for years we got the motor running t90 transmission body has no dents some rust good
for its age original wire [â€¦]. Very good condition. Runs good. Complete with manuals and
many spare parts. Used as parade vehicle. Also have Bantam trailer and operating [â€¦]. CJ-2A
Alex January 11, It has the original tub and tailgate are far as i can [â€¦]. CJ-2A joel January 11,
The serial number indicates this Jeep was built in the first [â€¦]. Refine Results State. Need
Vintage Willys Parts? Visit our sister site, About Willys Jeeps. This site uses cookies: Find out
more. Okay, thanks. The part numbers, descriptions, applications, images and illustrations used
herein are for reference purposes only. Let's say you need a new distributor cap for your Willys
MB military Jeep. Maybe you already know the part number for the distributor cap that you
need. Let's say you are still looking for a distributor cap for your Willys MB military Jeep. You
know that the distributor cap is part of a distributor and a distributor is a part of the electrical
system. When the part that you seek is known to belong to a particular subject or group, simply
click on the black flag that follows the subject and group. Each Subgroup carries a Subgroup
number and a black flag. Once you are in a Subgroup it may be divided again by another
Subgroup index. Once you are in a Subgroup with a part listing and parts images you can now
begin locating the part that you seek by the part number, description, application, and image
shown of the part. You can now immediately identify the distributor cap that you need by
comparing the distributor cap in your hand with the image on your screen. Don't forget that the
distributor installed on your Jeep may not be the original since every distributor used on the
four cylinder engines is interchangeable and the engine in your Jeep may have come from
another type of vehicle. Every part that we sell has detailed information about that part located
in a bar with five boxes that will assist you in correctly identifying the part that you need.
Additionally we have a digital image of almost every part that we sell. Unless otherwise
indicated the prefix listings are for reference purposes only. The third box in each part listing
has a brief technical description of the part, especially with groups of similar parts. An
American flag in the lower right corner of this box indicates that the part is either an original
American made product or currently supplied by an American OEM company. The fourth box in
each part listing is the application for that part. This may be a vehicle model or a major
component such as an engine, transmission, transfer case, etc. Typical abbreviations in this
box will be:. Abbreviations are used in this parts list and throughout the website. The meaning
of many of the abbreviations is obvious but we will offer this list to avoid any confusion. USA
Toll Free Product Search. No implication is made, unless otherwise noted, that these items are
the products of the original equipment manufacturers. Many parts have multiple part numbers
for the same part depending on the vehicle model and production year. Many entries in our
parts list have an early part number and a late part number. Technical Manual SD All rights
reserved. As example:. The majority of the parts we sell are OEM. Although may of these parts
are no longer available over the counter from your local auto parts store, they are still out there.
We go to great lengths to locate and stock as many OEM parts as possible. These are new,
serviceable parts that may be more than seventy years old but are still in the original packaging
from Willys-Overland Motors and the US military. We always stock large numbers of NOS parts
that we acquire from Jeep dealerships, surplus sales and other sources that have discontinued
the Willys Jeep line of parts. We continue to search around the globe for new sources of NOS
parts. The condition of these parts are exactly as indicated: "take-off". They have not been
refurbished or restored. They will more then likely be oily, greasy, covered in old paint and
surface rust. It will be your job to degrease, sand blast, prime and paint to bring them back to
their original equipment specifications. The refurbished, take-off parts depicted throughout our
website are for identification purposes only. The take-off parts you recieve from us will not look
like the images on our website. Most of our rebuilt parts require a core in exhange. A core
charge will be added to the purchase price of these parts. This core charge will be refunded
when we recieve a rebuildable component of the same type. These parts are of the poorest
quality, cheaply made and are more than likely totally worthless copies of original parts. Many
of these parts have been on the market for years, are still in production and sadly to say some
of our suppliers still offer them knowing full well that they are just plain junk. The vast majority
of these parts are of Chinese origin. Others come from India, Turkey, Mexico etc. Many
replacement parts that we offer are of American origin. Most of these parts are US DOT
approved in order for them to be legally imported into the USA, but just like other imported
products, you get what you pay for. If it's cheap then it probably is in more ways than one. We
wouldn't be in business if we only sold high quality OEM parts. This is why we give you the
option to decide if you want quality OEM parts or a less expensive replacement part. These are

parts that carry the Willys or Jeep logo on items such as hoods, tailgates, windshields, cowls,
etc. The second box in each part listing has one or more part numbers shown. The
Willys-Overland Motor Company assigned their own part number to every part that they used
whether they made it or not. The original manufacturer part numb
toyota motorhome wiki
dodge skylark
911ep wiring diagram
ers were almost never used. Many parts have multiple part numbers for the same part
depending on the vehicle model and the production year. Civilian Jeep. Delivery Jeep, Surrey
Gala. Jeep Foward Control Truck. Jeep Fleetvan. Jeep Utility Station Wagon. Jeep Utility Sedan
Delivery. Jeep UtilityTruck. Willys Military Jeep. Ford Military Jeep. Kaiser Military Jeep.
American Motors Military Jeep. The fifth box in each part listing is our current price for that part
in US Dollars. The price as indicated in this box is the price per unit, that is, the price of one
piece. If the description indicates " 6 reqd. Prices change daily if not more often. Refresh your
browser on a regular basis in order to keep up with the current price changes. All digital images
shown on our website are of the actual part listed. Most of these images are shot in a single
group photo session and arranged to show the obvious differences between similar parts. To
put it in simple terms "what you see is what you get".

